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Abstract: This scientific research article on “PLEASURE” is dedicated to Government of Tamilnadu and placed before 
TAMILNADU STATE ASSEMBLY as a suggestion for evolving NEW WINE POLICY. (1) Total alcoholic prohibition may 
lead to illegal alcohol production and ultimately favors welfare of KING POLITICIANS. (2) All the TASMAC shops may be 
treated as RATION ARRACK SHOP which is meant for supply of predefined quota such as HALF, FULL against each ration 
card according to the strength of family. (3) All the TASMAC shops on the highways line, schools, spiritual places may be 
withdrawn. (4) All the working time of TASMAC shops may be at par with ration shops. (5) ELITE DRINKERS in bars of star 
hotels shall be charged with new tax say ARRACK TAX, which may be credited to Government of Tamilnadu for fetching 
revenue. (6) Illegal arrack producers shall be penalised with strict enforcement of law. (7) Police personnel in support of illegal 
arrack deal may be suspended immediately. Case study shows that there is a legal system uses a more scientific method for 
determining whether a person is drunk. Blood alcohol content (BAC) the percentage of alcohol in the blood as someone drinks. 
Necessary criteria of BAC shall be evolved for the person who are contesting IN FUTURE ELECTIONS. BAC level exceeding 
predefined value the candidate may be disqualified. 
[M. Arul Mani. Philosophy of “PLEASURE”. Academ Arena 2015;7(8):93-95]. (ISSN 1553-992X). 
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vq;Nf epk;kjp?... 

vq;Nf epk;kjp?... vq;Nf epk;kjp?... vq;Nf 
epk;kjp?... xU ifapy; rhuha fpd;dKk;, xU ifapy; rpfnul; 
Jz;Lk; ,Uf;Fk;NghJ vg;gb epk;kjp tUk;?... 

 

“PLEASURE” means “Extreme Happiness”?... 
No… No… No… 
PLEASURE shall mean “extreme suffering” (State 
of Highest Alcohol). Pleasurable situation shall 
mean situation of scarification rather than joy. 

- Author 

 
jkpopy; “,d;gk;” vDk; nghUspy; gy nrhw;fs; 

,Uf;fpd;wd. mjhtJ Mde;jk;, epk;kjp;, Cf;fk;, 
cw;rhfk; Nghd;w nrhw;fs;. Mq;fpyj;jpy; ,jw;F BLISS, 
PEACE, PLEASURE, JOY vd;W $wyhk;. ,e;j ehd;F 
nrhw;fSk; ehd;F epiy “Nghij ,d;g epiy” vdyhk;. 
(Distinguished state of Alchohol). 

,d;iwa #o;;epiyapy; cyfstpy; rhuhaj;jpw;Fk;, 
fs;Sf;Fk; kdpj rKjhak; Fwpg;ghf khzt rKjhak; 
mbikg;gl;L kdpj tho;f;if rPuopf;fg;gLfpd;wd. “kJ” 
vDk; nrhy; GdpjkhdJ. Nghij jUk; nghUsy;y. 
“Cf;fkUe;J” Nghijap;d; cr;rf;fl;lepiy vdyhk;. (State of 
Highest Alcoholic). 
 

i) BLISS is like state of “SALTY LEMON”. 
ii) PEACE is like state of “WHITE WINE” 
(Sweet) 
iii) PLEASURE is like state of “ALCOHOL” 
(Bitter) 
iv) JOY is like state of “ARRACK”. (Toddy) 

- Author 

 
(i) 
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(ii) 
 

 
 
 
(iii) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
(iv) 
 
 

 
 
 

“kJ” vDk; nrhy;Yf;F “nja;tPf ghdk;” (Wine) 
vd;Wk;, “rhuhak”; vDk; nrhy;Yf;F “Nghij ghdk;” 
(Arrack) vd;Wk; nghUs; nfhs;syhk;. ,dpa jkpo; 
kf;fNs… “kJit” tpyf;f Kaw;rpo nra;ahjPh;fs;. 
“rhuhaj;ij” xopf;f ghLgLq;fs;. “kJkjp” vd;why; 
“kPdhl;rpf;F” xg;ghdts;… “jkpod;id” (Peace) vd;Wk; 
$wyhk;. 

 
 

“re;jpukjp” vd;why; ePh;Nkhh; Nghd;wts; (like 
Salty Lemon) 
“kJkjp” vd;why; ,dpikahdts; (like Wine) 
“ghDkjp” vd;why; frg;ghdts; (like Alchohol) 
“tsh;kjp” vd;why; fs;Nghd;wts; (like Toddy) 
- Author 
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Dedication: 

 

This scientific research article on “PLEASURE” is dedicated to Government of Tamilnadu and placed 
before TAMILNADU STATE ASSEMBLY as a suggestion for evolving NEW WINE POLICY. 
i. Total alcoholic prohibition may lead to illegal alcohol production and ultimately favors 
welfare of KING POLITICIANS. 
ii. All the TASMAC shops may be treated as RATION ARRACK SHOP which is meant for 
supply of predefined quota such as HALF, FULL against each ration card according to the strength of 
family. 
iii. All the TASMAC shops on the highways line, schools, spiritual places may be withdrawn. 
iv. All the working time of TASMAC shops may be at par with ration shops. 
v. ELITE DRINKERS in bars of star hotels shall be charged with new tax say ARRACK TAX, 
which may be credited to Government of Tamilnadu for fetching revenue. 
vi. Illegal arrack producers shall be penalised with strict enforcement of law. 
vii. Police personnel in support of illegal arrack deal may be suspended immediately. 
viii. Case study shows that there is a legal system uses a more scientific method for determining 
whether a person is drunk. Blood alcohol content (BAC) the percentage of alcohol in the blood as someone 
drinks. Necessary criteria of BAC shall be evolved for the person who are contesting IN FUTURE 
ELECTIONS. BAC level exceeding predefined value the candidate may be disqualified. 
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